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Love is Power. Possession of control, authority, or influence over others. Love can influence all humans; both young and old, both rich and poor. Love is the power that takes fear away and can make the universe friendlier to live. Amidst racial differences, it is the power of love that can unite every human. Love is powerful as a bomb enough to entirely destroy the hate, selfishness and greed that devastate the planet.

There is no greater power than love! Love has the ability to heal the world. When it's soft but persuasive grip holds the leaders, they begin to say the truth and implement policies that will benefit the people. It is the influence that positively subdues government and authorities. Only the power of love can change a wicked heart and destabilize terror. Only love has the power to stop wars and spring up peace.

Only the power of love has the capability to unite families and form strong bonds. Love travels distance through our hearts and words to give peace to the troubled nations. Humans cannot resist love or deny it. The world cannot reject love. Religion cannot change love. Each individual carries within them a small but powerful generator of love whose energy is waiting to be released.

Energy to heal the world can be obtained through love multiplied. You desire to control the world, make peace prevail on earth and stop political crises. Then let your heart release love. Demonstrate the power through unconditional love. Give and show empathy beyond colour and language. Love lives in you. Love lives in me. Love has no limits. Love begins with ME. WE all have the power of love.